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Tax Reform Enters
Decisive Phase From the Record

"The pension reform provisions of this tax reform bill are a major, important step
By a roll call vote of 97 to 3, the Sen- forward and a solution to the need of today's workers for more retirement income. I
ate June 24 approved its version of tax think we need to bear in mind that younger workers face a very difficult time in preparingreform (H.R. 3838). The bill now goes
to a conference committee, where Sen- for a lengthy retirement. This bill will help make more of these workers beneficiaries of

employer-sponsored plans. And, in the long run, it is this emphasis on employer-provided
ate and House conferees will attempt to benefits and the contributions therefore that those employers make that is going toreach agreement on provisions accept- ,,
able to both the House and the Senate. underwrite the retirement security of the future generations of retired workers.

The Senate debate of H.R. 3838 was Sen. John Heinz' remarks on pension provisions contained in H.R. 3838 in the
marked by supporters' success in fending Senate, from the June 11, 1986, Congressional Record.
off almost all amendments that would
have substantially altered the balance of
tax rates and the distribution of the tax
burden among individuals and corpora- tegration and coverage rules, elimina- benefit provisions had received from nu-
tions. Recognizing early on that few tion of deductible individual retirement merous groups, ranging from the Worn-
amendments would succeed, various account (IRA) contributions for pen- en's Equity Action League and the
lobbying organizations, including em- sion-covered workers, reduction of the United Auto Workers to the ERISA In-
ployee benefit lobbying groups, opted to maximum benefit payable to early reti- dustry Committee and the U. S. Cham-
concentrate their efforts on the confer- rees under section 415, and retention of ber of Commerce.
ence committee, hoping to win im- current law for 403(b) annuities and

provements in the bill for the groups ESOPs, are not found in the House bill. During the debate, the Senate June 1l
they represent. Despite important differences in the two agreed 96 to 4 to a nonbinding resolu-

bills, their basic thrust is very similar in tion addressing IRAs, which expressed
The conference is also where the Rea- the employee benefit provisions: for ex- that "Senate conferees on the Tax Re-
gan administration will strive to achieve ample, a $7,000 cap on cash or deferred form Act give highest priority to retain-
any modifications it desires, although arrangements; new penalties on prere- ing maximum possible tax benefits for
President Reagan has hailed the Senate tirement lump-sum distributions; repeal individual retirement accounts to en-
bill as "an excellent bill that would of 10-year forward averaging; a 10 per- courage their use as a principal vehicle
shift the balance of power to productive cent excise tax on asset reversions; and for ensuring retirement security." The
enterprises." new uniform nondiscrimination rules in amendment also said that the IRA de-

the welfare benefit area. duction should be retained "in a man-
The employee benefit provisions of the
Senate version of H.R. 3838 remain as Senator John Heinz (R-PA), Chairman ner which does not adversely affect thetax rates or distribution by income class
described in the "Tax Reform Update" of the Finance Subcommittee on Sav- of tax reduction otherwise provided for"
in the May 1986 issue of Employee Ben- ings, Pensions and Investment Policy, in the bill.
efit Notes; the House provisions are de- spoke in favor of the bill's employee
scribed in the January 1986 EBRI Issue benefit provisions (see box), many of
Brief. which reflect proposals he had spon- The Senate then went on to defeat

sored in the Retirement Income Policy other amendments designed to restore
Several key Senate provisions, such as Act (S. 1784, H.R. 3594). Heinz noted IRA deductibility at the 15 percent tax
five-year vesting, changes in pension in- the broad endorsement the tax reform credit level. The Senate also defeated
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Rudman-Hollings revenue-neutral, bud-
get-neutral world.

Senate Phases Out Life Insurance Loan Deduction Health Care Versus the Budget

While Gramm-Rudman-Hollings was
very controversial, there seems to be a
consensus with regard to two goals,

Bef,_repassing H.R. 3838 June 24, the conm,cts purchased by businesses covering both among those who voted for it and
Senate a_reed to an amendment which the lives of their employees. It would limit those who opposed it. They seem to be
would phase out thededuction fi_rinterest on the employer's interest deduction to interest what we called at Harvard Business
loans from individual life insurance policies on life insurance related to loans aggregating School % currently useful generaliza-
over a fimr-year period. Sen. Majority no more than $50,000 per employee, tion."
Leader Robert I),Jle (R-KS) sponwred the

proposal, teUingcollegues, "Under the con> "Unlike the rule fi_r life insurance policy One is that we want to hit the $144
mittee bill, no interestpaid on loans on a lift" loans taken out by, individuals, the interest
insurance contract purchased b'van individ- paid deduction fin these loans will not be billion target for the next fiscal year- and no more. The second is that we do
ual wiU be deductible after a tim>year phased out, only capped at $50,000 of in-
phase-out period. That is because interest debtedness. This will aUow small businesses not want sequestration [i.e., automatic
paid on these loans is treated as consumer to use loans on li[e insurance policies fire across-the-board spending reductions
interest and that itemized deduction is their employees as a source of short-term under Gramm-Rudman-Hollings[. We
phased out. capital when necessar> But itwill not allow want the budget cuts to be made in a

these loans to be an unlimited tax shelter as more rational manner.

"However, if an employer purchases a lile under present law. Of course, businesses To accomplish that, both on the taxinsurance policy for an employee and then could borrow more than $50,000 per em-
bmrows on the cash value, the interest paid ployee if necessary. This amendment only side and the spending side, we ve got to
on the loan will be deductible, affects the amount of interestpaid that could do something the federal government is

be deducted." not accustomed to doing: taking from
Peter to pay Paul.

"This amendment modifies the treatment q[ From the June 20, 1986, Congressional
interestpaid on loansrelated to lifeinsurance Record. For the last four years, there have been

impasses between the executive branch,
which favors defense and foreign aid
over domestic spending programs, and
Congress, which is more supportive of

an amendment by Sen. Howard Metz- Gradison on Congressionalenbaum (D-OH) that would have de- domestic spending programs.
leted a favorable transition rule allowing Health Issues
Phillips Petroleum to complete termina- These impasses have been resolved by
tion of its overfunded pension plan [Editor's Note: The following is an edited compromises only a politician can love,
without being subject to the 10 percent version of Rep. Bill Gradison, Jr. 's (R- which is spending money for both. This

excise tax. And the Senate defeated an OH) remarkT_et EBRI's June 3 Policy is no longer possible or easy to accom-amendment sponsored by Sen. Paul Tri- Forum on Changing Health Care plish, so health care spending must
ble (R-VA) and others, that would Market. "] compete with other public or private
have blocked the modification of the spending. Treatment competes with re-
three-year basis recovery rules contained Obviously, government health policies search, prevention with care, the old
in the Senate bill; this change is partic- have many goals. The ones we talk the with the young. Vexing issues that once
ularly opposed by federal employees, most about are cost containment, ac- perhaps could have been put aside and

cess, and quality. Today, the present handled by just throwing some more
In his June 7 national radio broadcast, stress is obviously on cost containment, money into the pot have intensified and
Reagan said, "If Congress moves speed- which brings into sharp focus the inher- have to be discussed.
ily this summer, most of you are going ent conflict among these three goals.
to be getting a reduction in taxes start- Some of those issues important to Con-
ing next year." Reagan said that he At some point, insistence on any one cress are: How far can costs be reduced
hoped the bill would be on his desk by goal impinges on the other two. In the without impacting quality? Doesn't the
Labor Day. With the Senate having past, tough choices have been mini- present diagnosis-related group (DRG)
acted as expeditiously as it has, and mized by simply adding more dollars or payment mechanism for hospitals pro-
with Congress anxious to adjourn Octo- starting new programs. However diffi- vide a fair distribution of adequate care
ber 3 to allow members time to cam- cult such health policy choices may among patients of different hospitals?
paign before November 4 elections, once have been, they're far tougher in Does the DRG system require hospitals
Reagan may see his wish come true. what I would describe as the Gramm- and physicians to make decisions that
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are not in the best interest of their emergency cases, which is a matter or dragoon employers into broadening
patients? of patient transfers, or so-called their coverage for some of these now

"dumping." uncovered groups.
Does fee-fi_r-service reimbursement en-
courage overutilization of physician ser- We also dealt with an issue that I want We would extend coverage of employ-
vices? Do health maintenance to use as a point of departure here, ment-based health insurance to laid-off
organizations (HMOs) and comprehen- which is the matter of continued health workers and their dependents. We
sive medical plans (CMPs) encourage coverage. One of these 51 items in would follow the example of nine states
underutilization? How is quality to be COBRA amends the Internal Revenue that now have subsidized health insur-
measured, and by whom? Code, ERISA, and the Public Health ance pools by requiring the other states

Service Act to require that an employer to set up such pools.
Now, the Congress, following the plan with 20 or more employees who main-
of the founding fathers, is a responsive, tains an employer-provided group health We would require that states establish a
not an anticipatory, body. You can't plan must provide a continuation op- mechanism to fund hospital charity care
have both. Crises, real and imagined, tion to certain qualified beneficiaries or develop a plan to provide health in-
that show up on the nightly news tend [see "Continuation of Health Insurance surance to all uninsured residents. In
to move us to action. Right now, we Coverage under COBRA" in this certain respects, this builds on what is
have anecdotal information that sug- issue], already being done in New York, New
gests that there has been a negative im- Jersey, and Florida, which have funding
pact on quality. It's difficult to tell how These beneficiaries are widows, di- mechanisms for uncompensated medical
serious, since the DRG system has only vorced spouses, and spouses of Medi- care. We also would attempt to find

some way to encourage the self-em-been on the books fi_r about three care-eligible employees, as well as
years, dependent children of such benefici- ployed to take a more positive view to-

aries. They must have the option to ward covering their employees, because
This has an impact on policy, and it continue group health coverage for up about half of the employed, but unin-
has an impact on legislation. In the to three years. They will pay for this, sured, people work for self-employed in-
most recent budget reconciliation bill, but payment is limited to a maximum of dividuals or small businesses, so that's a
which covered a wide range of depart- 102 percent of what a similar group of special problem.

ments and activities of the federal gov- people covered by the same plan would Medicare Reforms
ernment, there were, by one count, 51 pay.
separate provisions involving Medicare. Another related bill is the Medicare
That bill, by the way, is known by an We also have an 18-month continua- Quality Protection Act (S. 2331 and
acronym. It is the Consolidated Omni- tion financed in a similar way for termi- H.R. 4638) [see May 1986 Employee
bus Budget Reconciliation Act, but it's nated employees. That includes Benefit Notes]. It's probably less contro-
called COBRA, and those in the field voluntary and involuntary terminations, versial, and, to me, the most important
believe that has a definite double mean- except those whose termination resulted provision would require the Department
ing, because of some of the provisions from gross misconduct, of Health and Human Services to de-
we've included here. Certainly some of velop within the next 18 months a leg-

the providers feel that way. Improved Access islative recommendation to refine the
prospective payment system to better

In a broad sense, what we were trying This leads me to comment briefly on account for variations in severity of ill-
to do was to fine-tune the DRGs. We the Improved Access to Health Care ness and case complexity.
did this in many respects. For example, Initiative (H.R. 4742), a bill of which
wage indexes were modified to try to I'm a cosponsor. This is a highly con- I personally think that the greatest
provide greater equity between rural and troversial piece of legislation, which I weakness in the DRG system today is
urban hospitals. The direct and indirect suppose I don't have to tell you, but it the lack of a severity or intensity factor.
medical education add-ons were revised, builds upon some of the steps recently I also am not aware of any hard data on
We increased payments to hospitals taken, and, in particular, on the con- which to base action right now, so this
serving a disproportionate share of low- tinuation item I referred to. is an attempt to get such information. I
income patients, and provided a timeta- say an "attempt," because those of us in
ble--which I think will hold up--for It is also an outgrowth of statistics that the Congress who are concerned about
transition to national DRG rates. As a suggest 75 percent of all Americans these issues have had a chronic prob-
matter of fact, Oregon is already there, without health insurance are employed lem, particularly during this administra-

or are the dependents of employees, tion, trying to get timely reports from
We increased payments to participating That's different from what I would have the Health Care Financing Administra-
physicians as an incentive for them to expected years ago. It may help explain tion (HCFA) on very important issues.
remain or begin to participate on that why some of us in Congress are looking We set deadlines that often are not
basis. Hopefully, we clarified the re- at the employment relationship to see met, or the reports have been com-
sponsibilities of Medicare hospitals in what can be done to encourage, force, pleted but the Office of Management
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and Budget (OMB) won't let them out. government truly utilizes its market po- terminate the periodic interim payment
tential through, let's say, a preferred (PIP) programs for hospitals. If this is

I mention this because some of us provider arrangement, it's probably approved, institutions are going to have
thought that it may be necessary to turn going to make it more expensive or to increase their borrowing.
to other groups to get timely reports, more difficult for nongovernmental
HCFA isn t the only crowd around to groups to figure out how to pay for I'm very disturbed about slow payment
do a study, and they often contract health care. That's because the federal to the institutions. After all, they're
these out, so it may be possible for us to government, which pays something like just providing a service the government
turn to the Office of Technology As- 40 percent of all hospital bills, won't be promised to beneficiaries. I'm putting
sessment, or the Library of Congress, or paying as much as had been antici- the finishing touches on a piece of leg-
the General Accounting Office, or di- pated, islation to apply the concept of the
rectly to consultants, if necessary, to get Prompt Payment Act to Medicare reim-
information we may need. The third point is that Congress is near bursement (H.R. 5053).

the end of the road of legislated health
Government Attitudes Toward budget cuts. You can see that in both It would simply say that "clean" bills
Health Care the House- and Senate-passed budget presented to carriers and fiscal interme-

resolutions, but don't rest comfortably diaries not paid within 30 days would
Let me summarize what I think reflect at that thought. Attention, therefore, is carry interest after the 30th day. I also
the current government attitudes toward shifting to budget restraints through reg- intend to include a provision in the bill
health care. First of all, I think we're ulatory, rather than legislative, action to maintain the present PIP arrange-
going to be in a period of continued un- with occasional expressions of congres- ments and try to stop the regulations
certainty, and that will be the most im- sional outrage, as in the case of the from taking effect.
portant thing to keep in mind when administration plan for capital reim-
viewing government policy toward bursement under Medicare. The squeeze The fourth point is that as federal funds
health care finance, will continue to be on providers, not for new programs become harder to

beneficiaries. I'll give you a few exam- find, the private sector will be required
I think that's going to be true not only pies of what I'm talking about, and to carry the costs of activities previously
in direct health issues, such as Medi- these are "big buck" examples, financed by the government. Medicare,
care, Medicaid, and medical research, for example, is now the secondary payer
but in the very broad context of fiscal For two years in a row, HCFA has pro- for the working elderly, l've already
policy. Putting it another way, federal posed virtually no increase in that pool mentioned that employers who main-
dollars are soft dollars, not hard dollars, of money which is divided up under the tain an employer-provided group health
and if I were a recipient of federal DRGs. For the current fiscal year, the plan must provide a continuation op-
funds, I certainly would view them in Prospective Payment Assessment Com- tion for certain groups.
that way. mission (PROPAC) proposed a little

over 2 percent. HCFA proposed zero. I know this is controversial, but it is
The second point, following the lead of not especially revolutionary. Look at
the private sector, is that the federal For the fiscal year that will begin Octo- the wide range of state laws that man-
government will try to become a more ber 1, the president's budget included a date insurance coverage of a wide range

rudent buyer of health services, per- 2 percent increase described by a word I of services, providers, dependents, and
aps a downright stingy buyer, if it uti- never heard of before, and I haven't diseases. I think that trend is going to

lizes its potential market clout, heard of it in any other context: a grow, and has already spread to the fed-
"place holder." That 2 percent increase eral level.

Greater emphasis will be placed on was called a place holder.
HMOs and capitation in general. That Fifthpoint: there may not be many bills

will tend to reduce the federal role in I thought there was some consensus de- passedby Congress limited to health,
defining the required scope of services, veloping, because PROPAC suggested limited to Medicare. We are in an era
It will also mean we will increasingly 2.2 percent, but HCFA very graciously of what l call "megabills."
look to outside groups to measure proposed regulations calling for an in-
quality, crease of one-half of 1 percent [see The tax bill is a perfect example of

"HHS Proposes Small Increase in Hos- what I'm talking about. Who would
Now, what that says to me is that as pital Medicare Payments" in Legislation have ever thought that the entire reve-
pressure from both the private and the and Litigation section], and that was nue code, as it applies to both individu-
public sectors reduce implicit subsidies done only after a heated meeting be- als and corporations, would be put on
for uncompensated care, some more tween Secretary Bowen and some of the the table and proposals for change in-
explicit means of payment will be hospital groups, corporated in one single bill? Continu-
required, ing resolutions for appropriations are

Probably even more important in dol- another example. We're supposed to
It also says to me that if the federal lars, HCFA announced its intention to have 13 appropriations bills. Last year,
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only six were passed separately. The the end, members of Congress will be next 75-year estimation period. The
other seven were put together in a con- the last people in the country, to have long-term financial soundness of the
tinuing resolution, a megabill, and the their fingerprints on any policy that ap- OASDI program, however, may be af-
biggest of these is the reconciliation de- _oears to ration health care. We will al- fected by the decrease in the ratio of
vice I mentioned earlier in connection tocate scarce resources, but we will not covered workers paying into the pro-
with Medicare changes. Such bills are ration, gram to the number of beneficiaries
likely to be an annual vehicle for pro- (chart 1).
gram changes, and in the health field
will largely be on the margin of policy. Social Security 1986 The OASDI payroll tax rate is sched-

Annual Board of Trustees uled to increase in 1988 to 6.06 per-
Efforts will continue to make the DRGs Reports: Old,Age, cent, up from the current 5.7 percent.
workable and fair, and expensive new Survivors, and Disability Both employers and employees are
benefits are going to be proposed and Insurance Trust Funds, taxed by this amount. In 1986, the ceil-

considered. At the moment, I think and Hospital Insurance ing on the amount of earnings subjectthey are unlikely to be added for a lot to the Social Security payroll tax is
of reasons. Some of those are partly be- and Supplementary $42,000. After 1986, the maximum
cause of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Medical Insurance Trust amount of earnings taxable by Social
environment, partly because of adminis- Funds Security increases automatically each
tration opposition, partly because major year by the rate of growth in average
studies of catastrophic care due to be wages nationwide.
completed this year are just getting un- Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability
der way, and partly because the Medi- Insurance Trust Funds

care trust fundfaces possible depletion The 1986 Annual Social Security Old- Medicare Trust Funds--Hospital
within a decade. Age, Survivors, and Disability Insur- Insurance and Supplementary

ance Trust Funds Report (OASDI) indi- Medical Insurance
My final point, and this is probably the cates that the OASDI program will Revised estimates of Medicare's Hospital
most obvious of all, is that financial continue to operate on a financially Insurance (HI) Trust Fund indicate that
stringency will heighten the awareness sound basis for many years (table 1). the fund may face bankruptcy by 1996,
of ethical dilemmas that have been Under the intermediate set of economic two years earlier than projected in the
there all along, but we've tended to and demographic assumptions (II-B), 1985 trust fund report (table 1). These
cover them up. It will stimulate needed the trust fund for these programs is estimates, reported in the 1986 Annual
and valuable debate and analysis, but in scheduled to remain solvent over the Report of the Board of Trustees of the

Table 1

Financial Status of Social Security Trust Funds, Selected Calendar Years a (dollars in billions)
Calendar Total Total Interfund Net Increase End-of-Year

Year Income Disbursements Transfers in Fund Fund Status

Old-Age and Survivors, 1985 $203.5 $190.7 $ - 1.8 $11.7 $42.2
and Disability Insurance 1986 215.3 202.4 - 10.6 2.3 44.4
Trust Funds 1990 318.0 263.2 > 54.8 186.4

Medicare Hospital Insur- 1985 $51.4 $48.4 $1.8 4.8 20.5
ance Trust Fund 1986 59.6 50.1 10.6 20.1 40.6

1990 77.6 74.8 _ 2.8 63.6
1996 106.6 129.9 b - 23.2 c

Medicare Supplementary 1985 $25.1 $23.9 _ _ $10.9
Medical Insurance Trust 1986 24.3 27.5 _ _ 7.7
Fund 1988 35.8 35.4 6 u 8.1

Source: 1986 Annual Reports of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Disability Insurance
Trust Funds, the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, and the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund.
(OASDI, p. 39, Table 13; HI, p. 48, Table 11; SMI, p. 25, Table 6.)

a 1985 operations are based on actual experience. All other estimates based on Social Security II-B actuarial assumptions.
b Data unavailable.

Trust fund depleted in calendar year 1996.
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In addition to using medical IRAs to
Chart 1 cover deductibles and copayments, the

Number of OASDI Covered Workers per Beneficiary, plan would cover catastrophic illness,
Selected Years currently not covered by Medicare. (See

N_mberol January 1986 Employee Benefit Notes for
workers an analysis of the feasibility of medical

9 6 IRAs. )

8 The age of eligibility for Medicare bene-
7 fits would rise from 65 to 67 years in
6 three-month increments over an eight-
s year period. Instead of having the gov-

ernment pay for health care directly,
a 32 beneficiaries would receive annual
3 vouchers with which to buy individual

2.1 _.9 private health insurance. A similar pro-2

posal by the Department of Health and
1 Human Services, which oversees Medi-
0 care, is pending before Congress (see

1955 1965 1975 1985 1995 2005 2015 2025 2035 2045 2055 June 1986 Employee Benefit Notes).
Years

Source: 1986 Annual OASDI Trust Fund Report

Continuation of Health
Insurance Coverage under
COBRA

Federal Hospital Insurance Fund, also rapid increases in the cost of the pro-
are based on Social Security's interme- gram. [Editor's Note: Because of a large number
diate II-B demographic and economic of inquiries regarding the provisions of the
assumptions. The deterioration in Medi- AMA Recommends new legislation mandating continuation of
care's projected solvency, relative to last Medicare Financing health coverage for terminated employees
year's estimates, is due to revisions Reforms and their spouses and dependents, we are
made in calculating factors influencing publishing this summary of the provisions of

the trust fund balance. These factors in- Warning that Medicare will face bank- the bill. For more detail, consult the legisla-
language in the Congressional Record

clude overall performance of the econ- ruptcy during the next decade, the _Zo¢eApril8, 1986, pp. $3841-$3845, and
omy, as well as assumptions about American Medical Association (AMA) in the Conference Report Accompany-
future demographic changes, is proposing establishment of a new sys- ing H.R. 3128, Consolidated Omnibus

tem of financing the elderly's health Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985,
The HI payroll tax rate (for employees care, in part through the provision of 99th Congress, 1st Session, Report 99-
and employers) is scheduled to remain medical individual retirement accounts 453, available through the U.S. Govern-
at 1.45 percent of taxable earnings. The (medical IRAs). ment Printing Office.[
amount of earnings subject to the tax is
the same as the OASDI ceiling amount. The proposal won approval by the The Consolidated Omnibus Budget
On January 31, 1986, the outstanding AMA's 388-member House of Delegates Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA),
balance of the loan made to the Federal at the association's annual meeting in
Old-Age and Surviw_rs Insurance Trust Chicago last month. P.L. 99-272, requires that employerscontinue to offer health insurance cov-
Fund in December 1982 was repaid in erage to a covered employee and the
full. Medicare, the federal program that fi- spouse and dependent children of the

nances health care for the elderly and covered employee if their coverage
long-term disabled, currently uses pay- would otherwise cease for one of five

The Supplementary Medical Insurance roll taxes from workers and employers "qualifying events":
(SMI) trust fund is expected to remain to pay out present benefits from its Hos-
financially sound, because the federal pital Insurance Trust Fund. In contrast, death of the covered employee;

government provides support through the AMA plan would finance the trust termination or reduction of hours of
general revenues. By law, the federal fund through a flat tax on adjusted gross the covered employee, for reasons
government contribution makes up the income. An independent government other than gross misconduct;difference between enrollee premiums agency would manage the fund and in-
and program costs. However, the Board vest its assets similarly to the way pen- divorce or legal separation of the
of Trustees expressed concern over the sion funds are invested, covered employee and spouse;
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the benefits covered employee be- lectivety bargained plans, requiring Pickle Says More
comes entitled to Medicare; or them to comply by the latter of January Legislation Needed for1, 1987, or the date on which the last
a dependent child ceases to be cov- collectively bargained agreement relat- Pension Plan
ered as a dependent under the plan. ing to the plan terminates. Underfunding

The required coverage must be identi-
cal, as of the time it is being provided, A private employer who fails to provide In the course of a joint Oversight/Social
to the coverage provided under the plan continued coverage under any of its Security Subcommittee hearing June 24
to similarly situated beneficiaries who health plans loses the tax deduction for on pension plan underfunding, Over-
have not experienced a qualifying contributions to all health plans the sight Chairman J.J. Pickle (D-TX) said
event, employer maintains. In addition, any ,,, "some drastic changes will be needed

highly compensated individual--defined in the single-employer termination in-
The offer of continued coverage must as one of the five highest paid officers, surance program. Pickle went on to de-
be made for three years from the quali- a l0 percent shareholder, or one of the scribe what he saw as a "crisis in the
lying event for widows, divorced 25 percent highest paid employees-- funding program" and said he expects
spouses, spouses of Medicare-eligible covered by any insured or self-insured the Oversight Committee to take fur-
employees and dependent children who group health plan would be denied the ther action.
become ineligible under the plan. For income exclusion for employer contribu-
workers who are terminated or lose cov- tions to the plan if that plan, or any
erage because of a reduction in hours, other group health plan maintained by The strong comments came after hear-
the coverage must be offered for 18 the employer, fails to provide qualified ing testimony from the U.S. General
months, beneficiaries a continuation coverage Accounting Office (GAO), the Pension

election. The only sanction imposed on Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC),

Coverage may cease earlier if the em- state and local governments are suits for and the Internal Revenue Service.
ployer ceases health coverage for all em- equitable relief. PBGC Executive Director Kathleen Ut-
ployees, or if the qualified beneficiary goff said that despite the recent pre-
fails to pay the required premiums or is Emplo'*,ers must notify all current em- mium hike, PBGC has a deficit of $1.7
reemployed with group health coverage, ployees and spouses in writing for the billion that will grow to $3 billion by
becomes eligible for Medicare, or is a plan year beginning after July 1, 1986. 1990. She now estimates that at the
spouse and qualifies under another The employer must notig, the plan ad- end of 1985, a premium of $13.50 per
group plan through remarriage, ministrator if an employee qualifies for participant would have been needed tothe continuation for reason of death of cover future claims and retire the

the covered employee, termination or PBGC deficit. GAO reported that it
Within 180 days after the continued reduction of hours, or entitlement to found PBGC's forecasts of the escalating
coverage expires, the qualified benefi- Medicare benefits, deficit to be "reasonable."
ciary must be provided the option of

enrollment under a conversion health Employees must notify the plan admin- "I am concerned that we are all facing
plan otherwise generally available under istrator if the qualifying event is divorce ,,an endless series of premium increases,
the plan. or legal separation, or the dependent said Pickle. "Such increases would let

child ceases to be a dependent under PBGC meet its financial obligations,
For the continued coverage, the em- the plan. but the,,, would not resolve the realployer may charge an applicable pre-

problem. Furthermore, the,," could un-
mium, equivalent to the cost of Three federal agencies will be issuing dermine support for the entire voluntarysimilarly situated beneficiaries under in- regulations: the Department of Labor on
sured plans and, for self-insured plans, a reporting and disclosure; the Depart- defined benefit pension system."
reasonable estimate of the cost for simi- ment of the Treasury on the definition
larly situated beneficiaries. The charge of the required coverage; deductions GAO provided four alternatives for leg-
to the beneficiary cannot exceed 102 and income exclusions; and the Depart- islative remedy: require more rapid pay-
percent of the applicable premium, ment of Health and Human Services re- ment of unfunded benefits, especially

garding the continuation offered by those resulting from benefit increases;
The new continuation provisions apply state and local governments. The Con- require employers to make minimum
to taxable and tax-exempt employers ference Report specifies that any regula- contribution payments to their under-
with 20 or more employees, including tions issued pursuant to these changes funded plans sooner than 8 1/2 months
state and local governments. They do are to be effective after the date they after the end of the plan year; further
not apply to churches, federal agency are issued. In the meantime, employers limit the guarantee of benefit increases;
employees, or the government of the are required to operate "in good faith and raise the premium to provide the
District of Columbia. They are effective compliance with a reasonable interpre- revenue needed to retire the program's
for plan years beginning on or after July tation of these substantive rules, notice deficit and pay for estimated fitture
1, 1986, but a special rule exists for col- requirements, etc." claims.
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which you choose to view the liabilities
Allis,Chalmers associated with pension plans." He

noted that the adequacy of funding can
"The history of the Allis-Chalmers UAW Pension Plan, which terminated on July 26, be measured in two ways: against liabili-
1985, with virtually no assets on hand, strikingly illustrates the inability of ERISA's ties present if the plan were to be ter-
minimum funding standards to assure adequate funding--or even mere solvency--in minated, and against additional
all cases. At termination, the present value of theAllis-Chalmers plan's liabilitiesexceeded liabilities that will accumulate if the
the value of its assets by $170 million. The termination resulted in the second largest plan is maintained on an ongoing basis.
claim in PBGC's history.

"During the existence of the Allis-Chalmers plan, the sponsor requested no minimum "Congress imposed funding standards
funding waivers for the plan. The plan actuary utilized a 'middle of the road' actuarial upon employers to improve the security
method (frozen initial liability) and assumptions (e.g., 7 percent investment return) of the pension benefit promise. Overall,
throughout the period during which the minimum funding standards were in effect, the standards adopted by Congress haveachieved that goal," Salisbury said.

"The plan's problems can be traced to the fact that the minimum funding standards
permit 'unfunded past service liability' to be amortized over relatively long periods, even "Despite the generally favorable picture,
where the plan is top heavy with retirees. On January 1, 1977, the Allis-Chalmers plan the current rules still allow a minority
had 4,700 active participants and 6,500 retired and separated vested participants. The of individual firms to underfund their
active lives decreased steadily over the next few years. At the time of termination, they plans. Basically, this is because ERISA
constituted only 15 percent of the participant population (1,300 actives out of 8,500 allows considerable flexibility in choos-
total). Due to the large proportion of retirees, the plan's minimum funding requirement ing the period for amortizing funding of
was, from 1977 on, always less than its annual benefit payments), plan liabilities, which is, in turn,

closely related to funding levels. Fund-
"The depletion of the plan's assets was slowed somewhat by an agreement between the ing waivers available to firms experienc-
plan sponsor and the union that contributions would be made in excess of minimum ing substantial business hardship also
funding requirements (though even these additional amounts did not result in contri- allow plans to underfund," Salisbury
butions to revert to the ERISA minimum. Because of the 'excess' contributed in earlier concluded.
years, the plan's funding standard account had a substantial positive credit at this point;
the minimum funding requirement was zero.

Salisbury emphasized that the recent
"From 1982 on, the plan's assets dwindled rapidly. When it terminated in July 1985, dramatic declines in interest rates could
funds on hand were sufficient for only two months of benefit payments. Clearly, ERISA's force up the size of the current PBGC
minimum funding standards failed to achieve their purposes in this case." deficit by a wide margin, and he em-

phasized that despite recent gains in as-
From testimony of Kathleen P. Utgoff, executive director, Pension Benefit Guar- sets due to strong stock market
anty Corporation, before the Subcommittees on Oversight and Social Security, performance, the declining interest rates
Committee on Ways and Means, June 24, 1986. are in some cases creating even greater

increases in plan liabilities. "For the
first time in the postwar period," he

Utgoff recited the facts in the recent least equal to annual benefit pay- said, "we are facing a situation where
Allis-Chalmers termination (see box), ments or to the amount needed to interest rates and actuarial assumptions
in which PBGC suffered its second larg- prevent the unfunded vested benefit are no longer going up. And the impli-
est loss, as justifying the need for liability from increasing, cations of the interest rate reversal
changes in the minimum funding stan- make the subcommittees' inquiry espe-
dards. The three possible approaches ERISA's definition of "reasonable cially timely."
she outlined are as follows, funding method" could be amended

Special minimum funding standards to require that the method chosen as-
for plans that fail to meet specified fi- sures plan solvency over some reason- Other witnesses at the hearing were
nancial criteria could be established, able future period of time, based on Norman S. Losk representing the
For example, sponsors could be re- realistic projections employing a vari- American Academy of Actuaries; Ken-
quired to fund unfunded vested bene- ety of scenarios for future interest neth W. Porter representing the ERISA
fits over specified periods, with a rates and employment patterns. Industry Committee; Vance J. Ander-son representing the Association of Pri-
shorter funding period required for Dallas Salisbury, EBRI president, told vate Pension and Welfare Plans;
benefits in pay status than for other the subcommittees that "whether you Thomas A. Jorgensen representingbenefits.

believe theprivate pension system is the U.S. Chamber of Commerce; and
Sponsors of undeffunded plans could underfundedor not will depend to a Alan V. Reuther of the United Auto
be required to make contributions at very large extent on the manner in Workers.
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Legislation and Litigation Parental Leave Bill Advances Bill to Limit Malpractice Awards
Workers with newborn, newly adopted, Introduced

Federal Budget Approved or seriously ill children would be enti- Federal legislation to limit medical real-
The House and Senate June 27 approved tied to extended time off without pay practice awards and attorneys' fees by
the fiscal 1987 budget resolution. The under a bill passed June 25 by the awarding federal grants to states that
spending plan calls for $995 billion in House Education and Labor Committee• have established tort reforms is pending
outlays, balanced against anticipated The Parental and Medical Leave Act of in the Senate Labor and Human Re-
revenues of $852 billion. The remaining 1986 (H.R. 4300), as approved by the sources Committee.

$143 billion deficit is just under the committee, would require private, federal, Sponsored by Sens. Orrin Hatch (R-
limit set by Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. and state and local employers with 15 or UT), Daniel K. Inouye (D-HI), and
Both chambers agreed to a 2 percent more employees to provide up to 18 weeks James Abdnor (R-SD), the National
cost-of-living increase for Social Secu- of unpaid parental leave within a 24- Professional Liability Reform Act of
rity recipients, as well as civil service month period to any full-time employee 1985 (S.B. 1804) would limit noneco-
and military retirees. In the area of or anv permanent part-time employee who• nomic medical malpractice damages to
Medicare, $250 million will be spent to had worked at least 3 months with the $250,000; eliminate the "collateral
limit hospital deductibles fi)r benefici- employer. Unpaid leave would also be al- ,,source rule that allows a plaintiff to
aries; a savings of $550 million will be lowed for care of a seriously ill depend- collect present and future medical costs
achieved through provider payment ent parent. A worker with serious medi- from more than one source, such as the
reforms, cal problems would be allowed 26 weeks patient's and the physician's insurers;

of unpaid leave in a 12-month period, require periodic rather than lump-sum
Military Pensions Reform In all cases, the worker would have the awards; and set a decreasing sliding

President Reagan July 1 signed legisla- right to the same or equivalent job with scale for lawyers' contingency fees.

tion approved by Congress June 26 to continued benefits utx_n return to work. The bill would require that states adopt
reduce military pensions for future mill- The committee-approved bill was a sub- doctors' peer review and disciplinary re-
tary personnel who retire after 20 years stitute offered by committee Chairman forms, such as strengthening medical li-
of service from the current 50 percent William Clay (D-MO) in response to censing boards' authority and funding,
of pay. The legislation would limit the concerns voiced about his original ver- to qualify for the federal grant.
20-year pension to 40 percent of base sion, which exempted employers with
pay in their three highest-paid years, five or fewer employees and did not in- House Panel Hears Health Care
The pension would increase by 2.5 per- clude the provision for care of depen- Cost Issues
cent of base pay for each additional year dent parents.
of service up to 30 years, when it would The Committee on Ways and Means'
reach 75 percent of base pay. (H.R. The committee defeated a proposal by Subcommittee on Health heard testi-
4420). Rep. Marge Roukema (R-NJ) that mony on two health care cost issues

would have (1) limited the leave policy June 9 and 10. The first day of testi-
House Bill Would Curb U.S. to full-time workers who had worked at mony covered the Health Care hn-
Investment in South Africa least one year with a firm employing proved Access Act of 1986 (H.R.
All U.S. investments in South Africa more than 50 employees, (2) reduced to 4742), which is designed to extend
would be banned under terms of H.R. 8 the number of weeks permitted for pa- health care coverage to the poor and
4868. Originally introduced by Rep. rental leave, and (3) exempted employ- uninsured (see June 1986 Employee Ben-
Bill Gray (D-PA) with more than 40 ees among the top 20 percent in salary, efit Notes for details of the bill).

cosponsors, H.R. 4868 was amended by' The House Post Office and Civil Ser- Subcommittee Chairman Formey "Pete"
Rep. Ronald Dellmns (D-CA) to ira- vice Committee, the second committee Stark (D-CA) told the committee that
pose much stronger sanctions against of jurisdiction, passed the bill without the number of Americans without
South Africa unless its government be- amendments June 11.
gins "good faith" efforts to end aparth- health insurance coverage has grown
eid in that country. The bill now moves to full House con- from 25 to 37 million during the past

sideration. There is no floor schedule five years, with indications that the sit-
H.R. 4868 would require total U.S. dis- for the bill yet, but one committee aide uation is worsening. Stark told the
investment from South Africa 180 days expects floor action in early fall. committee that while the bill "doesn't
after enactment and impose a strict ' close all the gaps, it takes a vital step
trade policy with that country. Recent Although there is little opposition from and keeps us moving in the right
surveys indicate that an increasing num- most House members to parental leave direction."
ber of U.S. banks and companies are in general, some find particular provi-
curbing operations and investments in sions objectionable. Chairman Clay sug- Among those testifying were Jack
South Africa because of its economic gested there may be more compromises Owen, executive vice president of the
problems and political pressures, on the House floor. American Hospital Association, who
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told the committee that the proposal to certain overpriced medical procedures. Executive Office of Elder Affairs fi_r the
establish statewide insurance pools has Commonwealth of Massachusetts, said
several advantages in that it would Stark suggested that Congress should that the state had resolved the problem
spread the cost over a wide base and in- have two priorities in reforming by making assignment a condition of
sure not just high-risk individuals, but Medicare payment for physician physician licensure. He said that,
anyone willing to pay for coverage. The services: (1) the elderly and disabled contrary to popular belief, physicians
major disadvantage, Owen said, would must be assured continued access to had not left Massachusetts in droves.
be that companies who insure their era- affordable care of the highest quality, He said that a June 6 Massachusetts
ployees could be subsidizing those who and (2) taxpayers should pay no more federal district court ruling upheld the
do not, and insurers could be subsidiz- than necessary. The purpose of the constitutionality of the new state law,
ing a product that competes with their hearing, he said, was to review options but that physicians would likely appeal
own. to strengthen the participating the decision.

physician program and to consider other
Bert Seidman, director of Social Secu- means for protecting Medicare Another witness, Harold Cohen,
rity for the American Federation of I.a- beneficiaries from excessive charges on executive director of the Maryland
bor and Congress of Industrial unassigned claims. Health Services Cost Review
Organizations (AFL-CIO), testified in Commission, recommended several

support of the bill, suggesting it would Among those testifying was Karen methods to reduce out-of-pocket
reduce federal and state health care Davis, chairman of the Department of Medicare expenses, including federal
spending and help aw)id cost shifting. Health Policy and Management, Johns action to regulate doctors. Paul

Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Ginsburg, senior economist for The
Richard H. Fay, a partner in the law Health. Davis told the subcommittee, Rand Corporation, suggested careful
firm Reed Smith Shaw & McClay and "It's clear that Medicare alone is monitoring of costs combined with the
chairman of the U.S. Chamber of insufficient to protect the elderly from use of a "trigger" to mandate
Commerce's Employee Benefits Coun- rising medical costs." She said that the assignment when necessary.
cil, said the Chamber supports tax in- participating physician program "had a
centives for self-employed individuals to remarkable effect on limiting costs to John Dawson, a member of the board of

urchase health insurance, but oppose patients," and suggested expanding the trustees for the American Medical
ealth coverage mandates. Fay warned program. Failure of physicians to accept Association (AMA), testified that the

that imposition of such mandates may Medicare assignment is a serious participating physician program should
force some employers to diminish or problem that needs to be addressed, be repealed. Dawson said that the
eliminate their health insurance plans. Davis added, program has confused beneficiaries and
He said the legislation should address failed to deliver on its promises to
the more fundamental issues of how to Lucille Thomburg, regional board physicians. Other witnesses from the
provide incentives for those who do not member of the National Council of panel of physicians told the
or are unable to provide coverage. Senior Citizens, told the subcommittee subcommittee that the proposal to

that often Medicare beneficiaries don't mandate that physicians accept
Several of those testifying told the com- have a choice of which doctor they see, Medicare assignment is not necessary,
mittee that until Congress addressed the such as in the emergency room. She but that Congress should improve the
"ERISA issue" by removing the provi- also said that Gramm-Rudman-Hollings' current program so that concrete
sion that exempts self-insurers from 1 percent cuts in the doctor benefits exist for physicians who wish to
state law, many of the health in- reimbursement rate had resulted in participate. The physician witnesses
surance coverage problems would not be some participating physicians billing agreed that Congress should not
resolved, their patients for the portion not paid legislate abrupt changes in the payment

by Medicare. She suggested that method for physician services until
Medicare Out-of-Pocket Expenses--The Congress look at three areas: protection studies of the proposed reforms are
Health Subcommittee June 10 reviewed of Medicare beneficiaries against excess completed.
another health care cost issue--that of charges, mandatory assignment for

increasing out-of-pocket expenses for physicians, and improving the Finance Committee Reviews
physician services under Medicare Part mechanism used to inform Medicare Medicare Issues
B. Stark said that additional charges on beneficiaries about which physicians
unassigned claims, which are medical accept assignment. The Senate Finance Committee June 2
costs not covered by Medicare, totaled heard testimony on the quality of care
$3.6 billion in 1985, or an average of Rep. Bill Gradison (R-OH) pointed out delivered under the Medicare program
$120 per Medicare beneficiary. He that "if we mandate assignment but in response to increasing concerns that
noted that the problem could get worse don't pay enough, there won't be Medicare patients are being discharged
as private cost-control efforts intensify anyone to take assignment." from hospitals "quicker and sicker."
and as the administration continues to
propose reductions in payment for Richard Rowland, secretary of the Sen. Bob Packwood (R-OR) said that
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he was concerned about allegations that Committee on Aging. Sen. John Heinz mittee Chairman Rep. Augustus Hawk-
because of the prospective payment sys- (R-PA), chairman of the committee, ins (D-CA) has promised him the bill
tern (PPS), Medicare beneficiaries are noted that "the poverty rate among se- will be reported out soon.
being released before their need fi_r niors who don't work is three times that
acute inpatient care has been met. He of those who do. Social Security bene- Testimony on Organ Transplants
also expressed concern about reports fits for the average couple over age 65 before Labor Committee
that posthospital care is frequently not are less than $10,000 annually," Heinz The Senate Labor and Human Re-
available, pointed out that many such couples

have no additional income from pen- sources Committee June 11 heard testi-mony on new legislation designed to
Among those testifying was Sen. John sions or savings, remove a major financial obstacle that
Heinz (R-PA), chief sponsor of the restricts access to organ transplant
Medicare Quality Protection Act of Heinz said that passage of his legislation
1986 (S. 2331) and a long-standing in the Senate (S. 1054) and Rep. surgery.

critic of early discharges of Medicare be- Claude Pepper's (D-FL) in the House S. 2536, sponsored by Sen. Orrin
neficiaries under the DRG system. (H.R. 4154) would remove the maxi- Hatch (R-UT), chairman of the com-

mum age limit for employees covered by mittee, would amend Medicaid laws to
Provisions of S. 2331 call fl_r redesign- the Age Discrimination in Employment authorize federal payment for immuno-
ing DRGs to account for severity of ill- Act (ADEA), which is designed to pro-
ness, informing Medicare patients of hibit forced retirement until age 70. suppressive medications that are needed
their right to appeal hospital discharges, by transplant recipients who either lack
requiring the Department of Health and Among those testifying was Raymond health insurance or are underinsured.
Human Services (HHS) to study the is- Fay, an attorney with the Washington, The measure also establishes a three-
sue, and improve access to posthospital DC, firm of Hatey, Bader and Potts, year, $15 million annual grant to states
care. who supported elimination of the man- for the immunosuppressive drug

datory retirement at age 70 provision program.
William Roper, administrator of the and stressed the need to "resist the en-
Health Care Financing Administration treaties of some segments of the busi- Hatch noted that the Task Force on
(HCFA) testified that "Medicare pa- ness community to weaken the ADEA Organ Procurement and Transplanta-
tients are appropriately discharged from in other respects." Fay referred to the tion, created under legislation approved
the hospitalearlier, but this is a process effort by the U.S. Chamber of Com- in 1984, is scheduled to issue a report
that began befi)re PPS. Just as before, merce to remove ADEA provisions call- on organ transplants this summer. In
patients are in a medicalb; stable condi- ing for jury trials and liquidated addition, he said that President Reagan
tion when discharged, but may still re- (double) damages in age discrimination is working on a reassessment of the ad-ministration position on organ trans-
quire some care to assist them with cases, plantation.daily activities .... Care of this nature
is not considered skilled and is not cov- Mark A. de Bernardo, manager of labor
ered by the Medicare program." law and special counsel for domestic Meanwhile, HHS Secretary Bowen June

policy at the U.S. Chamber, told the 27 announced that the Medicare pro-
Roper said there is room for improve- committee: "While the Chamber recog- gram will begin paying for heart trans-
ment in the program, but doubted that nizes and appreciates the substantial plants for Medicare beneficiaries.
more studies were needed to determine contributions, experience, and loyalty
the effectiveness of PPS. He cited sev- of our country's most senior workers, it Ways and Means Hears Proposal on
eral areas where HCFA has proposed or also recognizes the need fi_r consistent, Use of Wage Data
implemented improvements in PPS. definite, and rational human resource The House Ways and Means Commit-

planning and pension policies." He said tee June 25 heard testimony on a pro-
HCFA opposes many of the provisions that lifting the mandatory retirement posal from the Department of Housing
of S. 2331, arguing they could be ac- age would unnecessarily disrupt person- and Urban Development (HUD) to re-
complished under current legislative au- nel and pension practices and, utti- quire states to make quarterly wage data
thority, would expand program benefits, mately, hurt employers and employees, available for use in verifying an individ-
increase admimstrative expenditures, ual's eligibility for subsidized housing.
and add to the burden of mandated Both House and Senate bills are pend-
studies. (For details of the legislation, ing in committee. Pepper announced at Most states currently collect wage data
see June 1986 Employee Benefit Notes.) the Senate hearing, however, that Rep. from employers to determine an individ-

Matthew Martinez (D-CA), Chairman ual's eligibility for unemployment insur-
"Working Americans: Equality At of the Employment Opportunities Sub- ance compensation. HUD's proposal is
Any Age" Subject of Senate Hearing committee of House Education and La- intended to provide a more systematic

Legislation to abolish mandatory retire- bor, has agreed to discharge H.R. 4154 method of discovering underreported in-
ment was the subject of a June 19 hear- to the full committee. Pepper also come of tenants and applicants for
ing before the Senate Special stated that Education and Labor Corn- HUD's various rent subsidy programs.
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Senate Subcommittees Begin The Prospective Payment Assessment Security Income benefits based on dis-
Hearings on "Work and Welfare" Commission "PROPAC," a special ability.
The Senate Finance Committee's Sub- study group established by Congress,
committee on Social Security and In- June 27 recommended a 2.2 percent in- The notice states that the techniques
come Maintenance Programs and the crease in Medicare payment rates to may permit a more accurate diagnosis in
Labor and Human Resources Commit- hospitals, a particular case than those previously

used; it also says that such techniques
tee's Subcommittee on Employment and The June 3 proposal is part of the con- may disclose that a person on the bene-
Productivity are scheduled to hold joint tinuing implemention by HHS of the fit rolls has a less severe or more severe
hearings July 17 and 22 on "work and Medicare prospective payment system, impairment than previously thought.
welfare." In addition to the prospective payment

rates for Medicare inpatient hospital The list appears in the May 29, 1986,
The hearings will examine how, and to services, HHS proposed changes in the Federal Re_ster, vol. 51, no. 103,
what extent, employment training can factors necessary to determine prospec- 19413-19417. Those wishing to com-
lead to economic independence for re- tire payment rates. HHS also proposed ment should contact the Commissionercipients of benefits under the Aid to

incorporating capital payments (such as of Social Security, Department of
Families with Dependent Children construction and equipment costs) into Health and Human Services, P.O. Box
(AF[X2) Program. Among the issues to the prospective payment rates. 1585, Baltimore, MD 21203. (Seebe addressed will be the value of educa-

"Court Grants Right to Sue for Disabil-
tion, training, and employment set- A final notice making changes in the ity Benefits" in this section.)
vices, the targeting of programs to diagnosis-related group (DRG) classifi-

particular groups of recipients, the cation system was also published June 3, SSA Revises Public Employee
availability of and financing for child and final regulations governing the con- Coverage Rules
care, and the use of other economic or ditions of hospital participation m the
tax policies to reduce welfare depen- Medicare and Medicaidprogram were The Social Security Administration
dency. The hearings will begin at 9:30 published June 17. In addition, HHS May 29 issued a proposed rule to revise
a.m. in room 430 of the Dirksen Senate announced May 6 an interim rule to existing regulations on Social Security
Office Building. implement various sections of the new coverage for employees of state and lo-

Consolidated Omnibus Budget Recon- cal governments.
DOL Panel Approves Plan on ciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA).
Excess Assets The revisons are intended to expand

The Department of Labor (DOL) Advi- For more information, see the 1986 and update existing rules, make them
sory Council on Employee Welfare and Federal Register, vol. 51, no. 116, clearer and easier for the public to use,
Pension Plans June 12 recommended pp. 22010-22052; no. 106, pp. 19970- and reflect legislative changes made by
that employers with defined benefit 20202; and no. 87, pp. 16772-16789. the Social Security Amendments of1983.
plans be permitted to withdraw excess

assets without terminating the plans. Rules on Disability Benefits The proposed rules are published in theThe action followed similar recommen- May 29, 1986, Federal Register, vol. 51,
dations made by the council's Task The Department of Health and Human no. 103, pp. 19468-19487. Those wish-
Force on Terminations (see June 1986 Services May 21 proposed regulations ing to comment should submit state-
Employee Benefit Notes). specifying under what conditions dis- ments in writing by September 26,

ability benefits may be paid pending the 1986, to the Commissioner of Social
After the council approves its final re- outcome of an appeal of a determina- Security, Department of Health and
port, it will be sent to DOL Secretary tion by the Social Security Administra- Human Services, P.O. Box 1585, Balti-
William Brock. tion that such benefits are not more, MD 21203.

warranted.
IRS Suspends Approvals for Certain

Regulations The proposed rule appears in the May Plan Asset Transfers

21, 1986, Federal Register, w_l. 51, The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) in
HHS Proposes Small Increase in no. 98, 18611-18620. June announced it had put a hold on

approving asset transfers from a defined
Hospital Medicare Payments In a related action, the Social Security benefit plan to a defined contribution
The Department of Health and Human Administration (SSA) May 29 pub- plan. The IRS recently made public a
Services (HHS) has proposed to in- lished a cumulative list of medical diag- February 18 memo to all assistant re-
crease Medicare payments to hospitals nostic and evaluative techniques that gional commissioners announcing the
by one-half of 1 percent beginning next have come into use since 1970 and may policy.
fiscal year for reimbursement for the be used by SSA to determine a person's
treatment of elderly or disabled continued eligibility for Social Security The memo noted that the IRS is con-
patients, disability benefits and/or Supplemental sidering the effect, if any, upon plan
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qualification of transferring assets from curity Act and said that "courts should rected HHS to reinstate benefits of all
defined benefit plans, including termi- be reluctant to construe [Social Security class members--who previously had
nating plans, to defined contribution Act] agreements in a manner that fore- been entitled to benefits but were subse-
plans. The memo instructed local IRS closes Congress' exercise of that author- quently terminated--until eligibility is
offices to use only information provided ity" (Otis R. Bowen, Secretary of Health properly determined.
on the application, plan document, and and Human Services, et al., appellants v.
attachments to determine whether an Public Agencies Opposed to Social Security In affirming the lower court rulings, the
asset transfer is involved. If appropriate, Entrapment et al., no. 85-521). Supreme Court wrote: "the [HHS] Sec-
the applicant will be notified of Reve- retary had the capability and the duty
nue Ruling 85-19, which announced Supreme Court Upholds Medicare to prevent the illegal policy found to
that the IRS, the Pension Benefit Guar- Judicial Review exist by the District Court. The claim-

ants here were denied the fair and neu-
anty Corporation, and the Department The U.S. Supreme Court June 9 re- tral procedure required by the statute
of Labor are reviewing legal and policy jected the Department of Health and and regulations, and they are now enti-implications of asset transfers from over- Human Services' argument that Con-
funded defined benefit plans without tied to pursue that procedure" (Bowen,gress has forbidden judicial review of all
terminating the plan or complying with Secretary of Health and Human Services,

questions affecting the amount of bene- et al v. City of New York et al., no. 84-
interagency asset reversion guidelines, fits payable under Medicare Part B. 1923).

Ruling on Social Security A physicians' association and several in-
Integration dividual doctors challenged the validity Court Declines to Hear Maryland
The IRS May 27 issued Revenue Ruling of Medicare regulations that authorize Teachers' Pension Case
86-74 reflecting changes made by the payment of benefits in different The U.S. Supreme Court declined to
Social Security Amendments of 1983 amounts for similar services. The Court hear an appeal of a lower court ruling
and addressing the inclusion of deferred ruled there is a strong presumption that that imposes a 5 percent cap on cost-of-
compensation under sections 401(k) Congress intends judicial review of ad- living increases in Maryland state em-
and 403(b) in the definition of taxable ministrative action, and there is no evi- ployees' retirement benefits.
wages. The ruling also addresses dence that Congress has barred such
changes made by the act to increase the review of regulations promulgated under The Maryland State Teachers' Associa-
normal retirement age to 67 for unre- Medicare Part B (Bowen, Secretary of tion and the American Federation of
duced Social Security benefits for per- Health and Human Services, et al. v. State, County and Municipal Employees
sons born after January 1, 1938. For Michigan Academy of Famil'v Physicians et (AFSCME) asked the Court to overturn
copies of the ruling, contact the IRS at al., no. 85-225). a decision that prevents unlimited cost-
1111 Constitution Avenue, NW, of-living adjustments in their pension
Washington, IX2 20224, (202) 566- Court Grants Right to Sue for plans without increases in employee
4024. Disability Benefits contributions. The state had argued

that benefits had not been retroactively
Litigation The U.S. Supreme Court June 2 ruled reduced and that only benefits earned

unanimously that thousands of mentally in the future would be affected. In addi-
Supreme Court Rules States Must disabled persons in New York had a tion, supporters of the law argued that
Stay in Social Security Program right to sue the government for illegal it was needed to prevent imbalances in

use of a clandestine policy to deny them the state budget. The Court's decision
The U.S. Supreme Court June 19 ruled benefits, not to hear the case in effect upholds
that states may not elect to pull their the constitutionality of the Maryland
employees out of the Social Security The Court rejected the Department of law. (See March 1986 Employee Benefit
program. Health and Human Services' argument Notes.)that those who lost their benefits did so

After hearing warnings that such action for failure to comply with appeal dead- Supreme Court Agrees to Review
could cost the program $1 billion an- lines and administrative procedures. Health Tax Deductionsnually, the Court reversed a lower court
ruling that found that a 1983 congres- The substance of the New York respon- The U.S. Supreme Court June 16
sional amendment to the Social Secu- dents' suit was that the administration agreed to review a lower court ruling
rity Act "effected a taking of property had adopted an unlawful, unpublished upholding a St. Louis firm's accounting
without providing the requisite just policy under which countless deserving technique for employee health benefits.
compensation" on the part of the fed- claimants were denied benefits. Lower
eral government and was unconstitu- federal courts found that the administra- At issue is how self-insured companies
tional, tion had adopted the illegal policy and calculate for tax deduction purposes

ordered HHS to reopen the decisions health benefits that may be due employ-
The Supreme Court noted Congress' ex- denying or terminating benefits and re- ees but are not yet paid. The Justice
tensive power to amend the Social Se- determine eligibility. The courts also di- Department argues that General Dy-
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namics Corporation's current tax deduc- cord on "Statistical Policy in an Aging Announcements and
tion for estimated liabilities based solely America" before the Senate Labor and Publications
on extrapolations from past experience Human Resources Subcommittee on
is inappropriate. General Dynamics, Aging and the Senate Governmental Government Publications
which has 56,000 employees, stopped Affairs Subcommittee on Energy, Nu-
purchasing group health insurance in clear Proliferation, and Government Private Pension Plans: Which Way Are
1972 and began insuring the benefits Processes June 3. They Headed?, House Select Committee
itself, on Aging

In a statement submitted by Emily An-
Although the government claims that drews, research director, EBRI noted its The formation and development of de-
S113 million in revenues is at stake, the reliance on quality government data fined benefit plans versus defined con-
Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals in St. and focused on several areas of concern tribution plans is the subject of this
Louis upheld the corporation's account- with regard to timeliness and availa- Congressional Research Service paper
ing system. The court said that the gov- bility, requested by the House Select Commit-tee on Aging. The paper (I) explains
emment tried to force the company to the relative advantages of each type of
survey its employees to determine the Some of the other issues addressed at
actual amount of future medical bene- the hearing included the effect of bud- plan, (2) examines the pension regula-
fits, a procedure the court termed "pro- get cuts on statistics, uses of the infor- tory framework, (3) analyzes the trends
hibitively expensive and overly mation, and new methods to assist in pension plan formations and termina-
burdensome." researchers. John Cornman, executive tions, (4) provides statistical informa-

director of the Gerontological Society tion on the role of each type of plan in
At EBRI of America, said that recent budget cuts providing retirement, and (5) discusses

have reduced the number of people sur- certain underlying public policy issues.

veyed, having serious consequences on The paper, Committee Publication No.Salisbury Selected As One of "150 how the data can be used. Jane Ross,
Who Make a Difference" director of the Office of Research, Sta- 99-507, is available in limited copies
EBRI President Dallas Salisbury was se- tistics and International Policy for the from the House Select Committee on
lected by National Journal, a weekly Social Security Administration, pointed Aging, Annex 1, Room 712, Washing-
magazine on politics and government, out that studies on how employers re- ton, DC, 20515. (202) 226-3375. Free.
as one of the "150 Who Make a Differ- spond to the changing age of the work
ence." The list includes top people out- force will have an impact on Social Se- Child Care: Employer Assistance for Pri-
side the federal government whom the curity. One of the areas addressed by vate Sector and Federal Employees, U.S.
staff of National Journal has chosen as Manning Feinleib, director of the Na- General Accounting Office

having a major impact on the shape of tional Center for Health Statistics, Pub- To examine how the government could
national policy, lic Health Service, of the Department provide dependent care benefits to fed-

of Health and Human Services, covered eral employees, this paper compares and
Presentations state-of-the-art systems that measure the contrasts the advantages and disadvan-
During the months of June and July, quality of information gathered in tages of four types of child care pro-
EBRI President Dallas Salisbury made surveys, grams: (1) on-site care, (2) consortium

several presentations, including a Copies of the EBRI testimony are avail- care, (3) vendor care, and (4) voucher
speech on "Living with FASB: Putting able from EBRI, 2121 K Street NW, care. In addition, it summarizes costs
the New Rules to Work" at the lnstitu- Suite 860, Washington, DC 20037- and benefits of child care as reported by
tional Investor Spring Pension Fund 2121. (202) 659-0679. Ask for T-53. private-sector employers, describes the
Roundtable June 19; and a speech on Cost $1. federal government's current child care
"The Future of Employee Benefits" be- involvement, and estimates the cost of
fore the Western Pension Conference such assistance for federal employees
Annual Meeting July 14. Pension Underfunding under various assumptions of the level

of subsidy, annual per child costs, and
Emily Andrews, EBRI research director, EBRI President Dallas Salisbury, Educa- number of children sponsored.
presented a paper on "Changing Pen- tion and Communications Director
sion Policy and the Aging of America" Frank McArdle, and Research Associate Copies of the paper, GAO/GGD-86-38,
to the Western Economic Association Man-Bing Sze submitted a statement can be obtained by writing or calling
IVleetings July 1. June 24 for the joint Oversight/Social the U.S. General Accounting Office,

Security hearing on pension plan under- P.O. 6015, Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Testimony funding. Copies of the testimony are (202) 275-6241. Free.

available from EBRI, 2121 K Street
NW, Suite 860, Washington, Fertility of American Women: June 1984,

Statistical Policy Data DC 20037-2121. (202) 659-0670. Ask U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
EBRI submitted testimony for the re- for T-52. Cost $1.50. of the Census
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The birth rate in 1984 was the lowest the most for their health benefit dollars, The first section of this book contains
so far this decade about 65.8 births say authors Jay Wolfson and Peter J. 14 editorial articles describing the roles
per 1,000 women age 18 to 44, down Levin. The,,' suggest that health benefits of various kinds of pension advisors.
from 72.2 in 1984, according to the and employee health are substantial and The second section includes informa-
Census Bureau's latest report. The re- directly controllable investments, tion on nearly all the major U.K. and
port indicates, however, that for women which, like any other asset, can and U.S. pension funds, major U.S. money
age 30 to 34, the birth rate continued should be properly managed rather than managers and other financial advisors
to rise. In addition, more mothers with merely financed, and insurance companies. Contact AP
infants are in the labor force. Information Services Ltd., 33 Ash-

The report notes that the needs of Wolfson and Levin assert that U.S. cor- bourne Avenue, London NWI1 ODT.porations, as the chief health care fin- Telephone (01) 458-1607.
working mothers for childcare services ancers through employee health benefit
has grown, since the number of working plans, have the greatest potential to Surveyswomen with children under age five in-
creased from 4.7 million in June 1977 curb spiraling health care costs, through
to 6 million in June 1982. Contact Su- aggressive participation in the health Salaried Employee Benefits Provided bw
perintendent of Documents, U.S. Gov- care arena. The authors guide the Major U.S. Employers in 1985, Hew'itt
ernment Printing Office, Washington, reader through the marketplace and sug- Associates
DC 20402. (202) 783-3238. Ask fi_r Se- gest how managers can participate effec-

tively. The book is available from Dow Hewitt Associates has published its an-
ries P-20, No. 401. Jones-Irwin, 1818 Ridge Road, Home- nual "factbook" of employee benefits for

Nongovernment Publications wood, Ik 60430, telephone (312) 798- salaried workers, which provides statis-6000. Price: $25.00. tics on major benefit areas--retirement,
death, disability, health care, and time

For-Profit Enterprise in Health Care, In- off. In addition, for the first time, infor-
stitute of Medicine, Committee on lm- Medical Selection of Life Risks, R.D.C.
plications of For-Profit Enterprise in Brackenridge mation on temporary disability, medicalcost containment features, and flexible
Health Care benefits is included.

This comprehensive handbook on a
This book examines for-profit health wide variety of medical conditions also
care and the effects it has had on the includes a section on the historical de- Contact Hewitt Associates, 100 Half
entire health care system. Among its velopment of mortality tables and the Day Road, Lincolnshire, IL 60015.
findings: the rise in investor-owned hos- principles of risk classification. Updated (312) 295-5000. Attention: Cathy
pitals has increased health care costs to and revised since it was first published Schmidt. Cost $25.
payers; the expected ability of investor- in 1977, it contains new data, studies,

owned for-profit organizations to pro- tables and charts. It is a reference vol- Emplo'ver Cost Containment Practices,
duce the same services at lower cost ume for medical directors, actuaries, life William M. Mercer-Meidinger, Inc.
than their not-for-profit counterparts underwriters, pension boards and clini-
has not been demonstrated; and for- cal investigators. Contact Stockton
profit hospitals provide less uncompen- Press, 15 E. 26th Street, New York, NY The rate of health care costs may be in-
sated care than do not-for-profit hospi- 10010. (212) 481-1334. Cost $100. creasing in general across the U.S., but
tals, although there are variations in in Connecticut, New Jersey, and New
the magnitude of this difference. In the The Flat Tax, Robert E. Hall and Alvin York the annual rate of increases is
area of quality of care, the committee Rabushka slowing down, according to this new
found no overall pattern of either infe- study.
rior or superior quality in investor- Reforming and simplifying the federal

owned chain hospitals when compared income tax has been one of the most The survey, based on 300 employers
with not-for-profit hospitals, important issues in national policy from a variety of industries, revealed

throughout the 1980s, according to the that a wide range of cost containment
Contact National Academy Press, 2101 authors of this book. They review key approaches are being implemented.
Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, standards by which tax systems can be Most of those approaches are voluntary,
DC 20418. (202) 334-3318. Cost evaluated, discuss the reasons the fed- the report states, but added that such
$39.50 in U.S., Canada, and Mexico; eral tax system needs reform, present may not be the case much longer.
$47.50 in other countries, their proposal and compare it to other

major tax reform plans. Contact Hoover
Managing Empl_yee Health Benefits, Dow Institution Press, Stanford University, Contact Patricia Berger-Friedman, Wil-
Jones-Irwin Stanford, CA. Cost $7.95. liam M. Mercer-Meidinger, Incorpo-

rated, 1211 Avenue of the Americas,
CEOs and benefit managers must play Pension Funds and Their Advisors, AP New York, NY 10036-8855. (212) 997-
an active role to ensure that they get Informational Services Ltd. 8065. Free.
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The Fmployee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) is a nonprofit,
nonpartisan public policy research organization based in Washington,
DC. Established in 1978, EBRI provides educational and research
materials to employers, employees, retired workers, public officials,
members of the press, academics, and the general public. Through
its books, policy forums, and monthly subscription service, EBRI
contributes to the formulation of effective and responsible health,
welfare and retirement policies. The Institute has--and seeks--a
broad base of support among interested individuals and organizations,
as well as among private-sector companies with interests in employee
benefits education, research, and public policy.

Employee Benefit Notes and EBRI Issue Brief (a monthly periodical
devoted to expert evaluations of a single benefit issue) are written,
edited, and published by the staff of the Employee Benefit Research
Institute and its Education and Research Fund(ERF). For information
on periodical subscriptions and other EBRI publications, contact EBRI-
ERF subscription service, 2121 K Street, NW, Suite 860, Washing-
ton, DC 20037-2121. (202) 659-0670.

Nothing herein is to be construed as necessarily reflecting the views
of the Employee Benefit Research Institute or as an attempt to aid or
hinder the passage of any bill pending before Congress.
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